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Rabbi Joseph H. Rosen
The Academy Awards make noise every year when winners make
unconventional acceptance speeches. Many viewers expressed complaints
when winners receive their awards and make statements against politicians
and their policies or other stories buzzing in the news. Some believe that
winners should stand up, thank their parents, siblings, spouses, and dogs,
raise the award in the air and bow off the stage. But when these movies deal
with contemporary issues, the actors, directors, and designers involved in those productions
cannot help but become involved outside of their roles on the big screen.
Everyone reserves the right to speak their mind when given the opportunity. In the words of the
medieval commentator Abraham Ibn Ezra, “When a person refrains from speech, the ideas die,
the soul stops, and the senses deteriorate.” I do not believe it is out of place for an award winner
to share something from their heart. Film making is an emotional process. How else could it be
considered art if it were not emotional? Therefore, it is only right that when speaking about their
achievements, a contributor to the film ought to share some insights of their journey, including
how their film might speak to issues we face today.
This year’s Academy Awards saw one of those speeches given by the Best Actor winner Joaquin
Phoenix for his role as the Joker. Joker earned its fair share of controversy as a film centering on
the transformation of a lonely man into one of the most formidable villains in comic history.
Phoenix’s performance gripped audiences as he displayed the deterioration of the mind,
facilitated by mental illness, isolation, and the ignorance and apathy of those surrounding him.
Some were concerned by this portrayal as it appeared to glorify these horrific detriments of
character, possibly sending the wrong message.
In his acceptance speech, Phoenix mentioned how actors have the unique place of giving a voice
for the voiceless. He went on to share how when his peers champion other causes, they are all
united under the umbrella of fighting against injustice. One injustice he highlighted was how we
have become disconnected and need to form systems of love and compassion to transform life
for all beings. What made this moment so powerful was how that message was deeply rooted in
the character he portrayed. Phoenix’s Joker became a terrible person for being disconnected
from society and having opportunities for love and compassion stripped from his being.
By taking a moment to speak up, Phoenix reminded us of a central idea of Judaism, that all
beings are created B’tzelem Elohim, in the image of God. The Talmud teaches that to save a life
is to save humanity. To destroy one life is to destroy humanity. There is no improper place to
give voice to those who deserve love and compassion.

FROM OUR PRESIDENT
For any successful organization, including synagogues, there
is no such thing as standing still.

our valuable resources? Where are we now, compared to
where we hope to be? What are some of the ways we can
engage people in our most important issues? What is
happening in our areas of future interest, and what do we
need to learn about them?

Do you try to get 10,000 steps each day? When you set that
as a goal and you make a conscious effort to reach that goal,
it makes you do some things you wouldn’t have done
otherwise; but, at the end of the day, you feel good about
reaching the goal, and the goal itself serves the larger
purpose of improving your health.

Our top strategic priorities include the need to develop ways
to deepen engagement through new ways of creating
meaningful relationships. This requires establishing and
maintaining integrated, two-way communication among our
professionals, lay leaders, and congregants. This will facilitate
consideration of new models for financial support of the
Temple to further strengthen our financial foundation.

For any successful organization, including synagogues, there
is no such thing as standing still. We are always moving and
changing. If we don’t plan and we don’t direct our movement,
we are simply drifting. But if we take stock of where we are
and where we would like to be, then we can take action to
move ourselves in the right direction.
Having goals makes it easier to determine and communicate
what is going well, where the challenges are, and what is next
for the congregation at large. It brings clarity about what are
currently the most important issues for our congregants,
Rabbi, staff, current and potential donors, and current and
potential leaders. It also makes it easier for our Board to
address questions such as: Where should we be prioritizing

Bazaar 2020 Take-Home Booth &
Dessert Booth Sign Up
The 53rd annual BIC Bazaar is just around the
corner on Wednesday, March 25th. The Take
Home Booth and the Dessert Booth have been a
success because of all the time and effort put in
by our wonderful volunteers. We are asking for
every congregant to prepare at least two items
for each booth. Sign up information is below:
DESSERTS
If you can bake a delicious dessert this year,
please email us at dessertsbic@gmail.com or
you may call Elizabeth at 769-798-3737 or
Frankie at 601-383-1209. All desserts will be
collected and then each booth will take what is
needed.

TAKE HOME BOOTH
If you can cook items for the Take Home Booth,
please email Frankie at
fmspringer10@gmail.com or you may call
Frankie at 601-383-1209.
Thank you for your continued contributions of
delicious desserts and frozen foods year after
year. Your participation is greatly appreciated.
In order to organize before the bazaar, we are
asking for all desserts and frozen foods to be
brought in by
March 20th.
Thank you!
Elizabeth and Frankie
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That stronger financial foundation will allow us to explore
alternative, innovative paths for spirituality, learning, and
congregant social interaction for those who are interested,
and many have expressed such an interest. All of this will be
guided and monitored by our board, in close partnership with
our Rabbi and staff.
I look forward to working with all of you to get our 10,000
steps in every day.
-Greg Pollack

Beth Israel Board — 2020
Greg Pollack — President
Abram Orlansky — 1st Vice President
Sheila Hailey — 2nd Vice President
Mindy Humphrey — Treasurer
Peter Sharp — Comptroller
Helene Johnson — Secretary
Larry Goldstein — Past President
Robert Emmich — Trustee
Edward Erlich — Trustee
Arty Finkelberg — Trustee
Randy Harris — Trustee
Cheryl Katz — Trustee
Dave Mandel — Trustee
Esther Roberts — Sisterhood President

ARTICLE DEADLINES
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
BIC BLAST
12:00 P.M. Tuesday (For publication
in the following week’s blast.)
CHAILIGHTS
10th of every month
FRIDAY NIGHT LEAFLET
1:30 P.M. Thursday
Please e-mail all submissions to
office@bethisraelms.org

Beth Israel Office Hours
Monday
CLOSED
Tuesday
10:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday
10:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.
Thursday
10:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Friday
10:00 a.m.- 3:00 p.m.
Closed daily for lunch
12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
Chailights

Judaism 101
Rabbi Rosen invites members of the
congregation and greater community to
join him in an introductory course that
will cover a variety of topics and serve to
fulfill guidelines of those wishing to
participate in the conversion process.
Meetings are Thursdays from 6:00 pm
to 7:15 pm in the Sanctuary.

Thursday, March 12th
Session 4: Creating a Jewish Life
and Home

Matzoh Ball, Matzoh Ball, where are you cooked?
Not Temple’s kitchen, I’ve been there and looked.
We cook in our homes at a time that’s our pleasure
We get what we need, and then carefully measure.
This year we need thousands, well, one thousand is what’s true
So I’m reaching out now, ‘cause I need you and you and you!
Please email or call if you’d like to assist,
I’ll respond with instructions in the form of a list.
Tell me how many, whether a few or lots more
Do what you can; please don’t make it a chore.
Now I say in advance, “I thank all who will help”,
I know we’ll be praised in all comments on YELP!

Thursday, March 26th
Session 5: Jewish Life Cycles:
Marriage and Partnership

Rebecca Laskin
rebecca@laskintherapygroup.com
601-212-0870

Thursday, April 2nd
Session 6: Jewish Life Cycles:
Raising Children

WE NEED YOU, AND YOU, AND YOU AND YOU!

March Adult Education
Join us in the Temple Library from 5:30
pm to 6:30 pm as Rabbi Rosen offers the
following Adult Education programs this
March.

Tuesday, March 3rd
Holiday Preview: Purim
Tuesday, March 17th
Intentional Communities: Chevruta
Tuesday, March 31st
Holiday Preview: Passover

It's that time of year again and we are asking each of you to solicit,
donate, purchase or regift new items for the Silent Auction. The success
of the Silent Auction depends on each and every one of you. This cannot
be stressed enough. So please, please, please make this a priority on your
bazaar to-do list. This year we are trying something different to
supplement the auction—a Vintage and Collectibles Corner which will
have items of value or vintage in nature but are not necessarily new. So
scan your closets for granny’s old treasures and bring them in. New as
well, we are in the process of a corporate communications blitz with the
big box and chain stores to see if we can obtain items by going through
their chain of command.
Contribution letters and receipts are available at the Temple office as
well as online under the Beth Israel website. When you drop off your
items, (and you can do so at the Temple office), please indicate who the
item is from.

ADULT HEBREW

Thanks to you, and you, and you!

TIME TO FIND YOUR HIDDEN TREASURES

(Led by Wendy Farley)

Intermediate Class — Monday 6:00 pm to 7:15 pm
Beginners Class — 7:15 pm to 8:30 pm
(no prior Hebrew required for Beginner’s Class)
Class will meet in the library. Please enter at the
Office entrance, not the main entrance to the
synagogue.
*Course materials are provided at no charge by the
NJOP.
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We are now taking all white elephant items
for the 2020 Bazaar. We will be accepting
books, toys, all kitchen items, small kitchen
appliances, purses, jewelry, art, home
accessories, lamps, bikes and furniture.
NO ELECTRONICS OR COMPUTERS.
Please contact Charna Schlakman
(954-629-1371) for pick up, drop off, or if you
have any questions.
Chailights

P.O. Box 13249
Jackson, MS 39236
Phone: (601) 956-6215
Fax: (601) 952-0895

bethisraelms.org

We Remember — Yahrzeits for March
3/1 — 3/7
Jean Rosen
Edward Schur
*Max Sebulsky
Sadie Shapero
Richard Brown
Harry Fish
Adeline Fish
Lois Krock
John Hart Lewis
Isidore Dreyfus
Giglio Giammarco
*Frieda Levy
Isaac Mykoff
Joseph David Sollek
Rose Fox
*Eugene Hesdorffer, Sr.
Nina Katz
Joseph Rosenson
Lester Bear
Betty Jaffee
*Shelda K. Binder
Georgia Lawson
Mary Margolis
Eda Newhouse
Henrietta Luxenberg
*Jeanette Oppenheim

3/8 — 3/14
*Moses A. Berman
Denise Elfassy Hamou
H. Van Eaton Hart
Phillip Eisenstatt
Sue Hailey
Rose Greenberg Kline
Anna Foster
Caroline Lill Rosenberg
Marvin Zivitz
*Bessie Hart Asher
Normarine Barron
Robert Buxbaum
*Evelyn Goodman
Mose Goodman
Sheli Hoffberg
Sol Hoffman
Helen Kline
Claire Spielman
Pearl W. Davidson
Alvin Hoffberg
Dorothy Lasky
*Florence Millstein
Rebecca Salomon

3/15 — 3/21
*Adolph S. Asher
Madeleine Bluestein
Sarah Margolis
Laura Bregman
*Fannie Crystal
Dave Graber
Julius Greenberg
Isabella Greenberg
Aaron Jaffee
*Oscar Larkin
Marion Fleischman
Theresa Galea
Lillian Ostrov
Syril Portnoy
Alfred Rosenbaum
Doris Rubin
Ted Poliskin
Matthew Riba
Ella Sollek
Seth Morris Goldberg
Ray Mandel
*Celia Oppenheim
*Lorrayne Gavant
Sidney Granat
*Elizabeth Grishman
Richard Leavitt

3/22 — 3/28
Rose Friedman
*Jill Gavant
Samuil Gorelik
O. G. Hailey
Jesse Dobel
Derald Rosen
Selma Friedman
Sherwin Goodman
*Gene Hesdorffer
*Alvin Binder
Martha Dennis
Rose Eisenstatt
Herman Kreisman
Ida Rosen
Ann Gilbert
Howard Cohen
Alice Epstein
Jack Printz
Ida Ratner

3/29 — 4/4
*Beverly Daniel
*Leah Davis
Asher Katz
Buff Hoffberg
*Toby Rubinsky
Joe Schneider
Dorothy Sherman
Morris Binder
Joseph Kirsch
*Mollye Rones
Roselyn Schlesinger
Jill Sonnabend
Dinah Pack
Joe Rubin
Elik Harry Balkin
Robyn Levy
Samuel Ruvinsky
Biffiel Sartor
Ann Silberman
*Memorial Alcove

MARCH BIRTHDAYS
1
Maxwell Erlich
2
Jay Davidson
Andrew Paul
3
James Freedman
Angela Tullos
6
Bea Gotthelf
7
George Glass
8
Howard Katz
Elizabeth McGregor
Kathryn Wiener
10
Stephen Briggs
Lauren Rosenbaum Brown
Mandy Margolis
12
Alexandra Schneider
13
Jack Copeland

15
17
19
20
21
22
23
25
28
30
31

We Appreciate the
Thoughtfulness of Those Who
Support Beth Israel by
remembering and honoring their
friends and loved ones through
their generous contributions.
Donations may be applied to the
following funds:

BITY
Capital Improvement Fund
Caring Fund (Sisterhood)
Cemetery Fund
Chevra Kadisha Fund
Choir Fund
Endowment Fund
General Fund
Holocaust Memorial Fund
Jewish Cinema Mississippi
Library/Prayer Book Fund
Membership & Engagement
Mitzvah fund (Sisterhood)
Oneg Fund
Program Fund
Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
Religious School
Saturday Morning Fund
Tikkun Olam Fund
Website Fund

NOTICE
Donations received after February 10th
will be published in the April
Chailights. Please email
office@bethisraelms.org if your
contribution was not listed.

Kay Pollack
Molly Mandel
Easton Shemper
Richard Stamm
Christine Branson
Gary Eriksen
Morgan Pollack
Myer Mack
Joshua Wiener
Ralph Daniel, III
Tovah Rubinsky
Deisy Carrera del Cid
Jacob Fijman
Michele Schipper
Raizy Grossman

March Anniversaries

2
5
11
22
25
26

Michelle and Sidney Mack
Kimberly and Gary Schneider
Lisa and Michael Palmer
Mindy and Clay Humphrey
Joyce and Art Salomon
Lynne and Roger Rosenfield
May you be gifted with
life’s biggest joys and
never-ending bliss. After
all, you yourself are a gift
to earth, so you deserve
the best.

Capital Improvement Fund
In Honor of Bea Gavant’s 90th Birthday — Amy and Arthur
Finkelberg
In Memory of I.A. Rosenbaum — Lauren Rosenbaum
In Memory of Lydia Eriksen — Amy and Arthur Finkelberg
In Memory of David Grishman — Amy and Arthur Finkelberg
In Memory of A.J. Orkin, Sr. — Donna and Ted Orkin
Caring Fund (Sisterhood)
In Memory of Evelyn Goodman, Anne Cohn Levy, and
Robyn Levy — Steve Goodman

Cemetery Fund
In Honor of Bea Gavant’s 90th Birthday — The Gavant Family
In Memory of Phyllis Stern — Judy and Josh Wiener
In Memory of Judy Wahba — Danielle Wahba
In Memory of Jill Gavant — Richard Gavant
In Memory of M.A. Lewis — Sidney H. Mack
In Memory of T. Stanley Orkin — Donna and Ted Orkin
In Memory of Evelyn Goodman, Anne Cohn Levy, and
Robyn Levy — Steve Goodman
In Memory of John Hart Lewis — Reba Lewis
General Fund
Dianne Kersh
In Memory of Abe Rones, Abby Hesdorffer, and
Pearl Tanenbaum — Gilda Hesdorffer
In Memory of David Grishman — Donna and Leonard Van Slyke
In Memory of Bernard Kahn — Dr. Robert J. Kahn
Mitzvah fund (Sisterhood)
In Memory of Phyllis Stern — Melissa and Ralph Daniel
Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
In Memory of Evelyn Goodman, Anne Cohn Levy, and
Robyn Levy — Steve Goodman
Anonymous Donation
Saturday Morning Fund
Daniel Shapiro
For the Purchase of a New Hanukah Menorah
Melanie Dobel

